Ford Urges New Surtax  
To Reduce Inflation Rate

By ELENA WOOD

President Ford urged Congress Tuesday to impose a price on a few surtax on the nation's high income to spur savings and encourage long-term investments in the country's economy. As a result, the new Ford plan to cut federal budget deficits, he said, "will reduce the deficit in a manner that is both equitable and progressive.

The new President, addressing a joint session of Congress in his first official visit to Washington since taking office, said the surtax would be 40 cents per $1,000 of personal income above a certain level, with the surtax revenue to be used to finance a 10 percent cut in federal spending.

"The surtax will not affect the average American family," Ford said. "It is designed to help reduce the deficit and get us off the inflationary escalator."

Ford also called for a 10 percent cut in federal spending, and a 10 percent surcharge on corporate profits to finance that cut. He also asked Congress to consider a 20 percent reduction in the federal budget deficit over the next three years.

"We must act now," Ford said. "We can't afford to wait any longer."

The new Ford plan, which would raise about $70 billion over the next three years, is expected to boost the nation's economic growth by 1.5 percent and reduce the inflation rate to about 4 percent.

The surtax would be paid by those earning more than $20,000 a year, with a maximum of $30,000 for married couples.

The new plan, which is expected to be unveiled next week, would be part of a broader package of economic measures that Ford is expected to announce in the coming weeks.
Affirmative Action

(Continued from Page 1) and many are not yet to the view there should be public financing.

In his testimony Monday, the governor admitted he may have been at fault in 1970 or about an independent campaign and called transportation for Progress to raise funds after the election.

The new method does not take into account the anticipated revenues in each case.

"We will either meet or some other increase in faculty salary goal in a shorter time than projected," Davis said. "Though the only area where we have made and where we made progress is in the faculty salary goal. The salary of assistant professors has been higher than anticipated and we are still in an inflationary stage. But we have a way programs can be funded.

When appointment is to be filled in the commission, the reports, private hearings will be held. The interviews will be in the President, who will select the candidate he recommends.
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Happenings

Needwork Show

By LINDA LEW LEE

In an effort to showcase her skills as a needleworker, Lee has gathered a variety of exhibit pieces for visitors to admire. These pieces include quilts, lace, and other textile art, all of which are created using traditional techniques passed down through her family. Lee's passion for handcrafted items is evident in each piece, and visitors will have the opportunity to appreciate the dedication and craftsmanship involved in creating these stunning exhibits.

Bach, Fantasia

Brighten Lunch

The sounds of the harpsichord and the viola da gamba can be heard at the Brighten Lunch on Sunday. The noon program will feature the late works of Bach's St. Matthew Passion and the Suite in D Major for violin da gamba and harpsichord. A bright yellow six-square rug in one display case is the intricate sampler which the hamster found so enticing. The background of the sampler is taken from the French Book of Hours. In the same display case are a series of handkerchiefs and handwork, which Mrs. Ruth Molloy, a University graduate and a member of the Women's Council of the Arts, has collected over the years. The handkerchiefs are a representation of the textile arts and showcases the skill and craftsmanship involved in their creation.

ART

The concerts are held every Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Faculty Club. A "Music at Noon" concert in Houston Hall and the Piano Lunch Concerts in Steinway Hall are other events worth attending. Every week, the music department presents a variety of performances, including classical music, jazz, opera, and contemporary experimental music. Visitors can enjoy a diverse range of musical styles and performances throughout the semester.

Week of October 15

One of English artist Timothy Duffield's beautifully balanced wooden sculptures (right) is part of "In the Presence" series on display at the Faculty Club. The sculptures are a few of the unusual items on exhibit in Van Pelt Library, including a group of wooden sculptures (right) created by students. The sculptures showcase the diversity of materials and techniques used in art and provide a unique perspective on the creative process.
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The Future of Higher Education

When the Ivy League Presidents meet in New York tonight, they will hopefully have more to talk about than conference athletics.

Facing the Ivy Colleges and universities is the bleak financial picture of higher education and the generally dismal prospects for the economy. With budget cuts looming ahead, it seems likely that aid to higher education will be one of the first areas to suffer.

If finances are bad then the political situation simply worsens the problem. The Higher Education Act, which is known to us, under which nearly all present aid money is allocated, expires in June. The 1971 revisions of that act could spell trouble for higher education in this cut-back recession time.

The Ivy presidents must protect the interests of their schools in lobbying for a coherent and cohesive way for preservation of aid to higher education. Now is the time for educational institutions to go collectively to the government to drive home that public administrators should seek broad-based support for their lobbying, and strive to include faculty, students and friends of the schools. If the schools go to the government with this in hand, they have a greater chance to make separate deals, it would most certainly be disastrous for the future of higher education.

Checkmate

Crowdophobia: For Good Reasons

By Steven F. Shulman

For several years now, I've not been a very successful student. It's no secret. I'm just so used to the world of the arts. It's a world of movies and music. It's a world that I can be part of.

Despite the crowd, I managed to develop several symptoms, one of which was a sense of nausea. Most of the time, I was feeling fine. But every now and then, I would feel nauseous.

One day, I decided to count my heartbeats. I was surprised to find that I was counting about 150 per minute. I was terrified. I thought that I was going to die.

I decided to concentrate on something else, to get my mind off it. I tried concentrating on the crowd, but I couldn't.

See how it works? I know it sounds corny, but it's true. It's almost as if the crowd is like a drug. It's a drug that I can't kick.

And so, I decided to count my heartbeats again. I was surprised to find that I was counting about 150 per minute again.

I was flabbergasted. Now I was thinking about the crowd. I was thinking about the people who were so much a part of my life.

The National Scene

Secret Service vs. Kennedys

By Jack Anderson

WASHINGTON — The recent kidnaping of the children of the late Senator Robert Kennedy nearly precipitated a showdown within the ranks of the Secret Service. Some of Kennedy's sons were taken from all over the world. During the crisis, the Secret Service was caught up in a whirlwind of activity.

The agency that protects the President was also trying to protect the President's family. The Secret Service was trying to protect the President's family and the President's family was trying to protect the President.

The agency was facing a dilemma. It had to decide whether to protect the President or the President's family. But in the end, the agency decided to protect both.

The President and the President's family were not in agreement.

For years, the Central Intelligence Agency has helped Cuban to battle with Castro. Many more aid resold their lives in communist ends. Now the government that encouraged them to fight is preparing to defend the Cuban leader.

We have had detailed discussions with Cuban underground leaders. Although that have a tendency to exaggerate, there is no question about their feeling anger. They are determined to support a secret campaign inside the United States against the politicians and businessmen who support Castro. These Cuban leaders have told us they can fight Castro with Cuban leaders.

Footnote: Castro's relations with the Soviet Union are as the Center support to be as real as possible.

American Civilization

Civilization for Undergraduate Majors & Prospective Majors

Meet the faculty and discuss the programs.

Men will be shown

DATE: Thursday, October 10, 1974
PLACE: Rooftop Lounge, University House
TIME: 4:30-6:00

At least, I hope so.

For years, the Central Intelligence Agency has helped Cuban to battle with Castro. Many more aid resold their lives in communist ends. Now the government that encouraged them to fight is preparing to defend the Cuban leader.

We have had detailed discussions with Cuban underground leaders. Although that have a tendency to exaggerate, there is no question about their feeling anger. They are determined to support a secret campaign inside the United States against the politicians and businessmen who support Castro. These Cuban leaders have told us they can fight Castro with Cuban leaders.

Footnote: Castro's relations with the Soviet Union are as the Center support to be as real as possible.

Naval History & Biographies

Meet the publisher, President, and author.

TIME: 5 to 7 p.m.

Becoming a physician is a tremendous satisfaction. Let us give you the job satisfaction that should go with it.

You must understand that camping about the extent of my West and Midwest are exhausted.

I'm not sure what you mean by "camping about the extent of my West and Midwest are exhausted."
Boston Requests U.S. Marshalls

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The secret search for an unbiased jury to hear the Mideast Peace Tour completes its 33rd day with a big day's work Monday, October 16, 1974.

Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger arrives in Cairo Wednesday for another mid-east tour in search of peace between the Arabs and Israelis—and lower oil prices.

In advance of his departure at midnight Tuesday, Kissinger continued strong expectations that his working minister would produce any dramatic results or announcements, and that this would not be the final round of public concerning the peace talks.

Kissinger said he would like to go to Camp David, and if the peace talks continued, he would then return to Washington Oct. 17.

Biased attitudes in the case are to be expected, Kissinger said, and that the search for an unbiased jury would he completed quickly once the case is named.

MIDEAST PEACE TOUR

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Urgent calls went to Capitol Hill that he made no public reports of progress on the Mideast Peace Tour.

Kissinger is expected to be a member of the Norwegian Parliament, and the Norwegian Nobel Committee on Oct. 11.

Sato, MacBride Win Nobel Peace Award

(UPI) - Former Japanese Prime Minister Eisaku Sato and former Irish Foreign Minister Sean MacBride today shared the 1974 Nobel Peace Prize for being instrumental in "contributing to peace in our time."

The announcement made by Mrs. Ionaess, chairman of the committee, cited "MacBride's efforts for humanity and Sato's fight for the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons and for international reconciliation." Mrs. Ionaess said both Sato and MacBride have "very much contributed to peace. Their efforts were instrumental in contributing to peace in our times."


The Dull) Pennsylvanian

We know Philadelphians love great movies... ALL the Critics loved these!

"Almost impossible to praise HIGHLY ENOUGH! Carney's performance is near-boundless in its magnificence!"

Joe Baltake - Phila. Daily News

"'Harry & Tonto' is a REFRESHING CHANGE"

Ernest Schier - Phila. Bulletin

"ENORMOUSLY LIKEABLE, a lovely movie about a good and gutsy man. It is an up! Art Carney's Harry will surely win him an Oscar Nomination next February!"

David Brudny - Phila. Magazine

"WRY CHARM TO 'HARRY & TONTO' AND SUPERIOR ACTING FROM CARNEY"

Ernest Schier - Phila. Bulletin

"Harry and Tonto" is a hit, and one of the best movies of 1974."

Joe Baltake - Phila. Daily News

"A WACKY WARM AND JOYFUL FILM. ITS A MOVIE THAT JUST TAKES OFF WHETHER YOU'RE READY OR NOT"

Dennis Cunningham - WCAU-TV

"A COMIC STRIP GONE MAD...borrows and advances the discipline and comedy styles of the Keystone Kops, Chaplin and Woody Allen!"

Joe Baltake - Phila. Daily News

"Hilarious comedy Good old Fashioned slapstick ... wonderful to see how funny it can be!"

Ernest Schier - Phila. Bulletin

"An effervescent comedy ... rich in humor & satire!"

Desmond Ryan, Phila. Inquirer
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